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Software-defined networking (SDN) is one of the most prevailing networking paradigms in current and next-generation networks. Basically, the highly featured separation of control and data planes makes SDN a proper solution towards many practical problems that challenge legacy networks, for example, energy efficiency, dynamic network configuration, agile network measurement, and flexible network deployment. Although the SDN and its applications have been extensively studied for several years, the research of SDN security is still in its infancy. Typically, the SDN suffers from architecture defect and OpenFlow protocol loopholes such as single controller problem, deficiency of communication verification, and network resources constraint. Hence, network measurement is a fundamental technique of protecting SDN against the above security threats. Specifically, network measurement aims to understand and quantify a variety of network behaviors to facilitate network management and monitoring, anomaly detection, network troubleshooting, and the establishment of security mechanisms. In this paper, we present a systematic survey on security-aware measurement technology in SDN. In particular, we first review the basic architecture of SDN and corresponding security challenges. Then, we investigate two performance measurement techniques in SDN, namely, link latency and available bandwidth measurements. After that, we further provide a general overview of topology measurement in SDN including intradomain and interdomain topology discovering techniques. Finally, we list three interesting future directions of security-aware measurement in SDN followed by giving conclusion remarks.

1. Introduction

Recently, software-defined networking (SDN) has been recognized as one of the most prevailing networking paradigms for next-generation networks. Due to the significant characteristic of separating control and data planes, SDN provides an efficient solution for supporting diverse network functions, dynamic network management, and network security [1]. Hence, the SDN technology is becoming a very active research area in academia, and there are several successful application cases in information and communication technology (ICT) industry. For example, Google has already experimented with and deployed B4 [2] network and reported an unprecedented network utilization of 95%. Moreover, open network foundation (ONF) in the ICT industry was established to facilitate technical research, international corporation, system design, and deployment of SDN. What is more, SDN related scientific papers in top conferences and other networking venues suggest that SDN is scalable for adding more intelligent and complex control logic to the centralized control plane for optimized network flow management and status monitoring, which are very important in the practical usage of SDN.

Despite great advances of SDN research and deployment, research on SDN security is still in its infancy [3]. Actually, there are a variety of security threats challenging SDN in practical usage. The reasons mainly are attributed to different security vulnerabilities in the protocol and the implementation of SDN. In the perspective of hardware, both the SDN controller and underlying switches are vulnerable...
to security threats due to the centralized architecture and limited network resources of switches. Taking the SDN controller as an example, it functions as the core of a network and takes the responsibility of managing the whole network. It is straightforward that the overall security of the target network would be significantly reduced if the controller is compromised by attackers. On the other hand, adversaries will be able to launch denial-of-service (DoS) attacks against SDN switches due to their limited computational and memory resources, which induces a significant decrease of the availability of SDN. In the perspective of protocol, the widely used OpenFlow protocol suffers from unexpected flaws and security vulnerabilities during its design and evolution. For example, the transport layer security (TLS) procedure is discarded when the SDN controller and underlying switches need to exchange information with each other at the verification stage. Such operation is vulnerable to man-in-the-middle attacks. In rule-match process, since decisions on new flows are made by the centralized controller, the characteristic will induce distributed DoS (DDoS) from multiple adversaries, for example, a number of bots from a botnet. To effectively address the aforementioned security challenges towards SDN, a promising solution is to enhance security awareness during real-time network measurement then to make proper predictions regarding these threats. In this paper, we present a systematic survey on security-aware network measurement technology in SDN. Specifically, we analyze the rationale of different security threats towards SDN by considering its architecture. Then, we investigate two types of performance measurement techniques, namely, link latency and available bandwidth measurements. After that, we provide an overview of topology measurement technology in SDN, including intradomain and interdomain topology discovering techniques. Finally, we present three future directions of security-aware measurement in SDN. We argue that the survey can bring beneficial references to SDN industrial development and corresponding academia research.

The following part of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we review the basic architecture of SDN and corresponding security challenges. In Section 3, we investigate two performance measurement techniques in SDN, namely, link latency and available bandwidth measurements. In Section 4, we provide a general overview of topology measurement in SDN including intradomain and interdomain topology discovering techniques. Three interesting future directions of security-aware measurement are proposed in Section 5, and conclusion remarks are given in Section 6.

2. Architecture of SDN and Security Challenges

To date, SDN overcomes the limitation of legacy network by decoupling network control plane from the forwarding plane and adding programmable functions. This emphasizes the fact that this separation idea provides administrators with ease of resource provisioning and programmability to change and control the characteristics of whole network [4]. Through dynamic, customized, and proprietary-free software written by network operators in SDN structure, they can manage, configure, and optimize network resources in an easy and quick way. From this perspective, SDN should be a very influential and efficient solution of solving current network problems and improving network security.

2.1. Basic Architecture of SDN. Software-defined networking is a new emerging network paradigm in recent years. The novel ideas of decoupling network control and data transfer and ensuring programmability in the network have acquired the most attention in both industry and academia [5]. SDN consists of a set of underlying switches and a centralized control entities, both of which are programmable. The upper layer is set up for users to enforce its policies without considering the detail of underlying network structure through northbound API; the control layer mainly focuses on network management based on a bunch of strategies and the instructions will be installed in switches through OpenFlow channel [6]. In recent years, with the continuous expansion of the network size and complexity of network structure and functionality, multifariousness of new network services has emerged, such as virtual cloud computing, large-scale data center, and various streaming media, which has put forward severe challenges in configuring, operating, and managing traditional network. A simplified view of SDN architecture is shown in Figure 1.

Since the SDN is logically centralized, controllers have a global visibility of the whole network and provide many benefits. For example, controller is a central entity that keeps in continuous contact with all network devices and gather statistics from them. It uses these statistics for routing, load balancing, and so on. Thus, they can dynamically optimize flow management and resources [7]. What is more, SDN provides a complete abstraction of underlying network, which gives network operators an easy way to configure network devices or services by the complexity of the whole network.

OpenFlow is a widely accepted standard protocol defined by the ONF organization. It is designed as a communication interface between control and infrastructure layer. It intellectually takes control and manipulates network hardware to accomplish forwarding actions as required. An OpenFlow switch should carry multiple flow tables, within which a huge amount of flow entries is contained. A switch looks up flow entries for forwarding decisions when flow comes in. Once the flow packet is matched, corresponding instructions will be executed. If no flow entries can match the packet, controller will take the responsibility [8]. To date, various OpenFlow versions have been released, and multiple new functions have been added during the promotion process.

2.2. Security Challenges in SDN. Current attacks have been conducted in a more complex way [9]. According to intrinsic structure of SDN, the security challenges can be concluded from two aspects: hardware-based challenges and protocol-based challenges.
Hardware-Based Challenges. Controller might be the primary choice for attackers because controller is the logically centralized device, which functions as the brain of a network [10]. Therefore, many traditional attack approaches and several new attack behaviors are very effective in making a controller disabled. For example, the classic DDoS attack can choose controller as a target. Attacker can produce a huge number of fake packets and send them to switches at the same time. All fake packets are regarded as new in switches, which will generate at least equal amount of fake flow requests to the controller. In this way, controller's computational resources will be drained in no time.

Switch has also been seen as a vulnerability in attacker’s mind [11]. Basically, switches have poorer performance in hardware resources. Attackers can first attack the communication channel to cut down the link between controller and switches, so, according to OpenFlow protocol, the switches will change into fail-secure mode or standalone mode. This will dramatically affect the network performance. And attackers can forge a controller when switches tried to restore connection, and this will cause disasters as attackers have taken charge of the underlying network devices and control any flows traversed through switches.

Protocol-Based Challenges. Though there is a boom in OpenFlow development, there are still so many aspects that need to be considered. Take verification mechanism as an example [12]. The subsequent OpenFlow versions except the first edition make mutual authentication optional between controller and switches, and the coerced TLS has been cancelled during the initial time which can lead to data information leak. This loophole is obvious and could introduce very malicious actions such as man-in-the-middle attack. In this way, attackers can steal network information, modify flow rules in the switches, or even forge and insert wrong flow rules so as to take control of the whole network [13].

OpenFlow protocol may also induce system level security challenges. Controller commonly has several modules for efficient network management and monitoring, which can be regarded as third-party applications [14]. Once these modules have been compromised in controller, it will cause detrimental problem and induce unintentionally vulnerability to the whole system.

Therefore, in order to avoid these security challenges and establish a better and wiser network defense mechanism, we should apply newly developed SDN technologies to detect them in the first place and then respond to malicious actions in advance. To do so, we believe SDN measurement technologies should be the prime choice for the following reasons:

1. Network measurement takes advantages of some certain approaches to understand and quantify network behaviors, which can be very helpful in detecting anonymous behaviors in advance.
2. Network measurement metrics can also be very useful in making precautions and afterward reactions.
3. Network measurement helps in understanding the network status in real-time, which can be applied to extensive areas such as network optimization, malfunction detection, and troubleshooting. These are all effective ways to establish a better security mechanism.

To this end, we will survey SDN network measurement technologies to manage the security-based challenges.

3. Performance Measurement in SDN

As current network is being pushed front and center, according to IDG’s 2016 state of the network study, network has gotten more complicated. The metrics involved have gotten more important and complicated as well [15]. The handy network metrics that have been gathering all these years do not have to lose their values as they only matter when encountering measurement goals [16]. So, to verify desired network behaviors, aiming at managing security-aware challenges, we recommend link latency, available bandwidth, and network topology as our survey targets.
3.1. Link Latency Measurement. Latency is one of the widely used performance metrics in computer networks, especially for those newly emerging applications which are sensitive to latency [17]. Network administrators could use latency to diagnose and detect abnormalities. For example, in many data center applications, such as e-commercial and e-banking, which have low tolerance to latency, they need to communicate across paths with no delay to realize real-time response, which makes latency a key metric for these latency-sensitive applications and administrators must detect network path latency constantly in order to manage data center networks as well as take actions when latency exceeds the threshold such as rerouting flows from high-delay paths [18].

In time-sensitive conditions, administrators have high demand in latency accuracy within a short time period. But, sometimes, we need network latency in a more general way. These separate delay measurements into two branches.

Active Delay Measurement. SLAM [19] is a typical latency monitoring framework that can measure latency between any two network switches along the path by dynamically sending probe packets to trigger control message (Packet_in and Packet_out message) from the top and end switch of a predefined path to the controller. SLAM then measures latency based on the arrival time of control message at the control plane.

To be specific, SLAM is deployed on centralized controller and combines four components: rule generator, traffic generator, traffic listener, and latency estimator (as shown in Figure 2). The latency computation process is composed of three steps: (1) Preselect end-to-end path and install specific flow monitoring rules on all switches along the path. (2) Controller sends constructed probe packets that match monitoring rules to switches and then the probe will traverse through the monitored path. Once the probe packet arrived at a switch, it will be regarded as a new flow and trigger Packet_in message to controller. (3) Controller estimates path’s latency based on the timestamp in these massages. In the meantime, the estimation of delay acquires control link delay, so, in the first step, the first and last switches also generate notifications to controller [20]. SLAM can use Statistics_Request and Statistics_Reply message of OpenFlow to get control link RTT.

SLAM offers several advantages. It requires no switch hardware modifications and the path delay can be arbitrarily selected. It is quick and accurate in identifying high-delay paths by introducing little overhead. Moreover, SLAMs latency measurement framework is well-suited to SDN architecture. However, the accuracy of latency depends on process time of the first and last switches along the path, which varies constantly from time to time.

From SLAM, the premise of measuring latency is the timestamp extracted from the packet, which means that attaching a timestamp to header of a packet is a powerful feature that can be adopted by various SDN applications. DPTH [21] is a flexible and uniform labeling method, it indicates the time at which the packet enters the network. It proposes to timestamp all packets by the following steps (as shown in Figure 3):

(1) The ingress switch (either hardware or software switch) attaches a DPTH to all packets.

(2) Packets are forwarded through the network with the DHCP.

(3) The egress switch will remove the DHCP from every packet header.
When measuring latency between any two switches, DPTH only needs to send a timestamped from switch $S_1$ to switch $S_2$ and directly calculate the time difference as long as these switches have synchronized clocks. Also, DPTH offers a coloring-based method for multiple path latency estimation by alleviating the color bit. So even though DPTH adding additional header to all packets appears to be costly in the first place, the cost can be diverse based on specific application demands.

To make latency more accurate, as mentioned in SLAM, the processing delay of switches should be taken into consideration. MCPL [22] presented a comprehensive exploration of latency measurement and highlights the process delay as inbound latency, outbound latency, and equipment performance discrepancy (as shown in Figure 4).

MCPL also alleviate OpenFlow protocol to estimate the latency. When packet arrived at the switch, the timestamp will be recorded as $T_1$ and when the host receives the packet in message, the timestamp will be recorded as $T_2$. Based on testbed design, the roundtrip time between host and switch can be ignored, so the inbound latency is $T_2 - T_1$. The outbound latency is composed of 4 parts: the OpenFlow agent parses received messages, the addition or deletion of rule, the hardware updating time, and final installation delay. Also, the time can be acquired through timestamp in the packet.

Passive Delay Measurement. FlowTrace [23] is a simple tool to locate every forwarding path of a flow and measure path latencies. There are three components in FlowTrace (as shown in Figure 5). The collector collects flow entries and builds virtual flow table passively without triggering any overhead in control plane. The virtual tables can be updated as soon as flow entries change. The path calculator will simulate forwarding actions of every switch based on aforementioned virtual flow table to calculate flow path. The latency monitor part inserted temporary flow rules along the decided path so long as network administers want to measure the latency of flows.

FlowTrace needs two rounds to measure latency. The probe packet which matched the default flow entry will be sent with a timestamp in its payload. Once it reaches the $S_1$ switch, it will trigger the responding forwarding action in the default flow entry and will return from the same egress port and path. The RTT can be achieved as $T_1$. In the second round, a new probe will be sent to $S_2$ switch through $S_1$. Then, it will get RTT as $T_2$. In this way, each hop delay can be achieved round by round.

3.2. Available Bandwidth Measurement. Bandwidth is another useful metric for network performance, especially the end-to-end ABw (available bandwidth) [24]. It is the maximum packet forwarding rate for a new flow to share with other flows that are running in the same path. Conducting bandwidth measurement in SDN can accelerate network management and improve network QoS. When controller is gathering information of the whole network, bandwidth can effectively diagnose and eliminate possible linkage problems, which guarantees that the network functions well [25]. Of all the measurement methods, we can classify them into two parts: one is ABw measurement methods for general condition and the other is designed for specific application conditions.

General Bandwidth Measurement. CSMABw [26] offers a very general and thoughtful method of calculating available bandwidth in software-defined networking. Before illustrating specific measurement details, we give the description of needed parameters in advance (shown as Table 1). The
first step is to discover network topology graph $G(V, E)$. What needs to be emphasized is that the capacity $c_i$ of every link is known in the network. In the next phase, controller would periodically poll OpenFlow switch counters with FlowStatsReq message to calculate current bandwidth load of a link $b_i(t)$ as

$$b_i(t) = \frac{n_i(t) - n_i(t - T)}{T}. \quad (1)$$

Then the available bandwidth $a_i$ of any link in the network can be estimated as

$$a_i(t) = c_i - b_i. \quad (2)$$

Therefore, the available bandwidth on a given path $P$ should be the minimal value of $a_i(t)$ as

$$\text{ABW}_P = \min_{e \in P} a_i. \quad (3)$$

OpenNetMon [27] is a very classic and comprehensive method of implementing monitoring ABw of a path by periodically polling every switch along the distinct path in an active way. Based on OpenFlow protocol, the flow statistics of the first and last switches of a path can be acquired, such as the bytes and duration time, which are necessary for ABw estimation. What is more, to ensure more accurate
Table 1: Parameters description for available bandwidth measurement.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$G(V, E)$</td>
<td>The directed graph representation of the network topology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V$</td>
<td>V stands for switch nodes in network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E$</td>
<td>$E$ stands for network links between nodes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T$</td>
<td>The polling time for a measurement cycle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$n_i$</td>
<td>Counter values of a switch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_i$</td>
<td>The capacity of $e_i$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$b_i$</td>
<td>The current bandwidth load on $e_i$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a_i$</td>
<td>The available bandwidth on $e_i$, $a_i = c_i - b_i$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Bandwidth Measurement with Specific Settings. SOMETIME [28] is an active method of providing an estimation of ABw by leveraging SDN features. It is designed and implemented in mobile broadband access networks. Due to diversity of devices and usage goals in mobile network, for example, mobile phones and mobile hotspot, a promising ABw measurement approach is needed to account for sharing of communication resources and breaking the performance limitation. In general, SOMETIME can take advantage of OpenFlow protocol to easily isolate targeted flow from other network traffic generated or received by other terminal devices through centralized controller. The detailed structure is shown in Figure 6.

The first necessary step is setup of SDN-enabled testbed for ABw estimation by adding ABw estimation into the measurement metric. Then SDN controller evaluates and mitigates the interference of local traffic and measurement traffic. Also, SDN controller will add a control interface for network operators. Although the presence of control message in the whole testing environment will cause additional overhead and may affect both the measurement flow and local traffic, the estimated ABw result is indeed more accurate in addition to the simplicity and convenience in SDN measurement.

As many cloud providers have been devoted to offering overprovisioning bandwidth resources in order to avoid network performance degradation and guarantee QoS for cloud tenant, MAPLE-Scheduler [29] pointed at improving tenant applications QoS by proposing an empirical estimation technique of EB (effective bandwidth) to assess whether flows need to be rerouted so as to meet the QoS requirements. In MAPLE, network is firstly divided into edge part and core part. Each part has different approaches to conduct EB estimation (as shown in Figure 7).
In Figure 7, we can see that MAPLE only needs to deploy EB agent on edge switches to capture flow statistics which are the first access point of the network. Therefore, the obtained EB estimation can be more accurate. The detailed formulation is as follows:

$$EBC_i = \frac{R_{eff}}{\text{mean}_i}. \quad (4)$$

$R_{eff}$ represents the EB of some given link $i$ and mean$_i$ is the current mean throughput of the link. Once we obtained EBC, the residual bandwidth can be calculated as shown in the following two equations:

$$\text{residual BW}_{\text{edge}} = \text{link capacity} - \text{effective BW}$$

$$\text{residual BW}_{\text{core}} = \text{link capacity} - \bar{EBC} \times \text{mean}. \quad (5)$$

When MAPLE acquired EB and residual bandwidth, it should run its flow schedule algorithm to reroute flows in the network to improve QoS for their tenants.

### 4. Topology Measurement in SDN

Network topology is a visualized depict for the general state of network; it translates the physical link among all network nodes, which is a fundamental and core task in every network [30, 31]. Measuring and updating topology play a crucial role in providing necessary network functions such as routing, QoS, network management, and malfunction detection and troubleshooting. For example, to secure network and conduct some precautions for network attacks, network topology is one of the most important ones due to its significant role in network management [32]. Tracing packet trajectory through network is one of a useful and convenient way for verifying packet forwarding in data plane and guaranteeing network safety, which means accurate and real-time topology measurement is essential [33]. Therefore, in order to realize aforementioned functions in centralized controller, it needs to have up-to-date information about the state of the network in real-time, which is topology discovery.

Topoogy discovery is a crucial service at the control plane and will underpin the logically centralized control and management in SDN. In this section, we will focus on intradomain and interdomain topology discovery techniques applied in SDN networks.

#### 4.1. Intradomain Topology Discovery Based on OpenFlow

OpenFlow Discovery Protocol (OFDP) is a reliable and widely used topology discovery method in SDN. It leverages LLDP protocol to discover linkage hop by hop. The whole procedure can be simplified in the sense that all switch nodes will establish TLS with controller by handshake session in the first place. During the session, control and switch exchange vital information and preinstall flow rules so that LLDP packet will finally return back to controller to finish topology information retrieving [34]. Finally, controller will build topology structure of the whole network. Detailed information is component of three aspects.

1. **Initial Stage.** Controller obtains crucial information of every node in network. Switches establish TLS session with controller with its own IP address and TCP port numbers. Controller will retrieve active port number and corresponding MAC address of switches and assign unique ID for every switch. The map of ID and its corresponding port information will be stalled in local memories.
(2) **Topology Discovery Stage.** Controller sent LLDP packet to every active switch port which contains important information like switch ID, port number, and so on. Once arrived, switch transfers the packet to its neighbor node. Due to the preinstalled flow rules, all LLDP packets will be transferred to controller through Packet_In message. Thus, controller resolves received packets, retrieving switch ID and port number and updating mapping table to finish underlying network structure discovery. The whole procedure is shown in Figure 8.

(3) **Topology Updating Stage.** When network state changes (e.g., link interruption, port state change), this will trigger a synchronization in topology update. Controller will conduct aforementioned process again to obtain latest network state.

OFDP [35] is well designed and easy to implement, but the time cost, computation resource consumption, and introduced control overhead are relatively high. So, in OFDP v2 [36], these problems have been improved by reducing controller sending packet numbers which is limiting sent LLDP packet number for every switch to one. When switches received LLDP packet, these packets will be duplicated and modified, adding corresponding MAC address of transferring port number. These duplicated packets then are transferred to all available ports in a switch.

Experimental result proves that, after applying OFDP v2, 45% control overhead and 40% CPU resources have been saved compared with the original version. But, in the long run, the limitation of OFDP still exists. When updating the whole network structure, it is inevitable to consume a large amount of computing resources, cost too much time, and squeeze controllers performance with heavy burden. Network QoS can hardly be guaranteed on the one hand and scalability and performance of SDN networks are affected on the other [37]. This calls for a new topology discovery protocol.

SD-TDP [38] is a novel design of discovering network topology. The core idea is to alleviate controllers burden by breaking the whole into parts. The whole network structure is divided into several units, and every unit has an authorized father node (FN) and the rest of the nodes are active nodes (AN). Therefore, a hierarchical Controller-FN-AN manage mode has been established to discover topology effectively within a short period of time. As shown in Figure 9, the procedure can be simplified into two parts.

(1) **Initial Part.** Each AN in the network maintains deactivated state, waiting for a TDP-Request message from controller or neighboring FN. Once a TDP-Request message is received, node status will be changed according to sender state value in the message (i.e., Father state or Children state). Consequently, the hierarchical structure is established. According to the paper, the switches will change their state after receiving the first TDP-Request message, only if they are at standby state.

(2) **Discovery Part.** During the communication between FN and AN, information is exchanged through TDP-Request messages. AN also transfer messages to neighbor node through other active ports; finally, FN will receive all TDP-Request messages of every AN in the unit. Controller will retrieve the topology structure of all FN and formulate a whole network topology.

Still, some specifications need to be clear. Once network topology changes and a FN has no AN connection, it automatically changes its state to AN. Also, SD-TDP mitigate controllers burden and improve its performance and cut...
down time cost and computation resources consumption as well as error rate.

NetMagic [39] is a novel SDN-enabled platform for measuring network topology and scheduling flow routing. It needs to be reprogrammed with hardware language which makes the workflow of processing NMAC and non-NMAC packets in NetMagic more complex. The basic function of NetMagic is to actively carry out network topology detection. The procedure is as follows: (1) The controller generates probe packets to all NetMagics in the network. Once the NetMagic received these probe packets from console port, each NetMagic will copy the packet, insert its device ID into the data field, and broadcast the modified packet to all its neighbors through every active normal port. (2) Once NetMagic received packets from its neighbors, it parses the in-port and device ID of the packet and stores it in the RAM. (3) Controller will leverage read request of NMAC protocol and collect \( \langle \text{in-port}, \text{NetMagicID} \rangle \) pairs stored in every NetMagic RAM and build the entire information of network topology. There are two things to be mentioned, NetMagic uses on-board RAM to store history forward table and actively keep them updated. Also, the headers of packets will all be processed by a hash function, which dramatically reduced the use of RAM space. Figure 10 illustrates the whole workflow of topology detection.

4.2. Interdomain Topology Discovery in Large-Scale SDN Networks. Intradomain topology is always a heated and important issue when talking about network management and maintenance. However, as the size of network has been enlarged, which brings a lot of pressure for controller scalability, multidomain is necessary to solve this problem. Hence, interdomain topology discovery technology should be supported in current controllers. For example, administrators cannot know the actual positions of network hosts and switches in other domains from the GUI; when network malfunction happens, controller can only know problems inside the domain, which takes more time and resources to solve problems (hypothetical scenario illustration in Figure 11). When making routing decisions, controller cannot achieve optimized routing path. So, interdomain communication should raise our concerns.

The method in [40] installed a third-party module ENVI and supports a communication mechanism between NOX and Floodlight controller. To be specific, the first part is the modification of NOX for host display. If a host link connects with an interdomain port, it is recognized as an interdomain host link. If it is interdomain host link, NOX will send every host link message to ENVI such as node ID, link type, and interdomain field. If NOX received interdomain host link message from other domain, the link information will be stored into a data structure named interdomain map. The second part is Floodlight extension for support interdomain mechanism. Floodlight has to create a communication channel with ENVI in the first place. Then, two data structures will be added in Floodlight controller to support the communication, which are interDomainNodeMap and interDomainLinkMap [41]. So, new data structure can be stored and processed among NOX, Floodlight, and ENVI. The third part is interdomain communication between NOX and Floodlight. Here, both domains can exchange information by LLDP packet. NOX needs to add a new optional field to store switch ID. Floodlight needs to add a new field to record NOX IP field.

In this paper, NOX and Floodlight build communication mechanism through third-party modules and function well based on experimental results. This works well in simple multidomain networks. However, the big complexity, low communication efficiency, and lack of high identification accuracy of this procedure still need improvement.
5. Future Directions of Security-Aware Measurement in SDN

According to the above background analysis and technical survey, we figure out a great improvement in security-based SDN in the literature [42]. Although SDN has benefits from the network security perspective, we still find several noticeable weak points which bring new attack vectors. These should be the future research issues.

First, due to the excessive scale of network, it is impossible for one controller to cover all the network services and handle all outbursts of network malfunctions. This comes
to coordination among controllers, which should be an interesting and important research direction. Once a network contains multiple areas, the difficulty of detecting network threats by SDN measurement technologies would grow exponentially [43]. Thus, researchers should pop out new ingenious approaches suitable for solving this problem.

Second, most current measurement technologies have their own scope of application. And judging standard for these acquired metrics is vague during the whole process. This calls for a comprehensive SDN security framework that can handle as many security threats as possible [44]. For example, every security case should set a triggering condition, the SDN measurement framework should be integrated with many measurement modules to offer essential network metrics. By analyzing achieved metrics and matching pre-set thresholds, we can detect network threats in real-time.

Third, every measurement approach has its apparent advantages to catch one’s eyes, but it is always accompanied with disadvantages [45]. Take timeliness as an example; real-time measurement is doomed for active measure pattern and consumes more computation and storage resources. However, resources and performance are permanent rivals for researchers. Therefore, to take everything into consideration and come up with a balancing method should be another research direction, too.

6. Conclusions
With the separation of control and data plane and network programmability, SDN appears to be the most fascinating evolution structure for future network. In spite of its impressive benefits, SDN still encounters many challenges, especially when it comes to network security problem. Under this condition, we tried to detect network threats by analyzing core network modules, which leads us to survey security-aware network measurement in SDN.

In this paper, we briefly reviewed the SDN structure and OpenFlow protocol characteristics in the first place. After which, we analyze current security-based network situations and believe SDN network management technologies must be a reliable and efficient way to deal with those challenges. Then we introduced current network security condition based on SDN technologies and decided to pick link latency, available bandwidth, and network topology as key entries to detect and resist network threats. Afterwards, we separately surveyed several latest measurement approaches of these metrics and conducted a little comparison. Furthermore, we discussed possible future research directions for security in SDN. We first discussed the extension of SDN measurement technologies to multiple controllers case. Then, we suggest to build up a comprehensive security framework to cater for increasing network attacks. Last but not least, we focus on promoting a more balancing measurement method instead of evident shortage. Thus, there is much work to do before these visions are realized.
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